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FADE IN:

INT. PAUL’S BEDROOM - MORNING

PAUL, 26, lies in bed, his fluffy hair and doofy face

dormant.

On his nightstand an electronic CLOCK, 2, lights up.

CLOCK

Good morning, Paul.

Paul’s eyes open. He turns to the clock, smiles.

PAUL

Good morning, clock!

CLOCK

It is 7 AM.

PAUL

Awesome!

He hops out of bed, shuffles into some slippers.

PAUL

And how are you, buddy?

Silence.

PAUL

Buddy?

CLOCK

...

Paul shrugs, his face falling a little as he leaves the

room.

PAUL

Okay.

EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING - MORNING

Paul, now in a suit and tie, walks out the building. A

POSTAL WORKER sees Paul as he enters.

POSTAL WORKER

Morning, Paul.

Paul smiles back.
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PAUL

Morning, Ted!

INT. COFFEE SHOP - MORNING

Paul leans by the counter, texting.

BARISTA (O.S.)

Latte for Paul!

He grins, picks up his coffee.

INT. OFFICE - MORNING

Paul strolls into a maze of cubicles, sipping his coffee.

Endless coworkers pop out to greet him.

COWORKER 1

Hey, Paul!

COWORKER 2

Sup, Paul.

COWORKER 3

Hi, Paul!

Paul politely waves back.

COWORKER 4

Yo, Paul!

COWORKER 5

Howdy, Paul!

PAUL’S DESK

Paul flops down at his desk, already stacked with paperwork.

He starts working on it. More employees come by.

One drops more paperwork.

COWORKER 6

Paul, could you get this in to me

by 3?

COWORKER 7

(overlapping)

Paul, a moment of your time?

COWORKER 8

(overlapping)

Paul.
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COWORKER 9

(overlapping)

Paul?

Paul rubs his temples.

COWORKER 10

(overlapping)

Paul!

JON (V.O.)

Paul?

INT. BAR - NIGHT

JON, 31, his collar undone, tie hanging loosely, looks at

Paul expectantly, a hangdog expression on his face.

Paul shakes his head.

PAUL

What was that?

Jon sighs, speaks in a condescending tone.

JON

How was your day, Paul?

PAUL

Ah. It was a lot of that.

JON

Lot of what?

PAUL

A lot of "Paul."

JON

I mean, it is your name. What do

you want people to call you,

Manfred?

PAUL

No. Would you like everyone to

barrage you with "Jon" all day?

Jon takes a swig of beer.

JON

I’d be happy to be recognized at

all, really.

Paul starts to gather his things.
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PAUL

Well, if you’re going to be

morose...

JON

Alright, alright. Look, where is

all this ennui coming from?

Paul sits back down.

JON

You’re a goofy, unremarkable guy

who works in insurance and whose

name happens to be Paul. What’s

wrong with that?

PAUL

Nothing, I suppose.

JON

Exactly. Though, it could be

better. You do look like every Paul

ever to exist.

Paul face-palms.

PAUL

Not this again.

Jon pulls out his phone.

JON

I’m not kidding! Look at Paul Rudd

here.

He turns his phone to Paul with a picture of PAUL RUDD, 48.

JON

He’s doofy, you’re doofy. He looks

like he says "gee willikers," you

look like you say "gee

willikers." I swear, it’s like

you’re all the same person.

PAUL

Can you please stop?

JON

Sure. Hey, next round’s on me.

As Jon gets up, he claps Paul on the shoulder.
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JON

Look at it this way. It’s not like

anyone’s going to shoot you for

being named Paul, are they?

EXT. DARK ALLEYWAY - NIGHT

Muffled electronic MUSIC thumps from a doorway in a

dilapidated alleyway.

The door swings open, the music getting louder.

A DOOFY GUY comes out, clearly inebriated.

DOOFY GUY

Alright, catch you later guys!

Our view of Doofy Guy is from a distance, peering from

behind a dumpster.

FRIENDS (O.S.)

Later, Paul!

The door closes. Doofy Guy starts stumbling along.

Over his shoulder, a shadow with fluffy hair appears with a

CLICK.

Doofy Guy hiccups, turns around.

The shadow is holding a gun.

GUNSHOT.

INT. PAUL’S BEDROOM - MORNING

Paul’s eyes open.

CLOCK

Good morning, Paul.

He looks confused.

PAUL

...morning, clock.

He sits up.

CLOCK

It is 7 AM.
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EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING - MORNING

Paul leaves the building. On the ground lies a newspaper

with garish text: "GRISLY MURDER DOWNTOWN."

INT. OFFICE - MORNING

Paul sits down at his desk, coffee in hand.

Jon abruptly ducks in, arms raised.

JON

Boo!

Paul flinches.

PAUL

Gah!

Jon snickers.

JON

Couldn’t resist. In all seriousness

though, I am sorry about that crack

last night, given recent

developments.

Paul looks intrigued.

PAUL

What are you talking about?

JON

Someone got shot last night.

PAUL

Yeah, someone in an alley downtown.

What of it?

JON

His name was Paul.

Paul loses all interest.

PAUL

Oh, ha ha. You know, I actually

dreamt somethi-

Paul pauses.

JON

What?
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PAUL

Never mind.

Jon laughs and walks away.

JON

Dead man walking, over here.

Paul rolls his eyes.

COWORKER 1

Hey, Paul.

He flinches again.

INT. BAR - NIGHT

Paul eats peanuts alone at the counter, AMBIENT BAR NOISES

in the background.

PAUL (V.O.)

Why did I dream about that guy

being shot? I mean, the chances of

them being the same are so slim...

but that’s what the characters in

all those movies say. And they’re

always idiots. So am I an idiot?

He shrugs.

PAUL (V.O.)

Yes. Definitely definitely yes. But

not about this.

He looks at his phone, a picture of the dead Doofy Guy.

PAUL (V.O.)

And of course he looks just like

me. What is it about Pauls?

Paul is snapped out of his reverie by the TV blaring.

NEWSCASTER (V.O.)

Breaking news. I... I don’t even

know how to start this story, it’s

so bizarre, but here we go:

The bar goes silent.

NEWSCASTER (V.O.)

Across the country, there have been

several recent reports of murders

with only one detail in common:

(MORE)
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NEWSCASTER (V.O.) (cont’d)
each victim being male, and all

bearing the name "Paul." Police

have yet to comment...

The voice goes quiet in Paul’s ears as he tries to steady

himself in his seat, falters.

The BARTENDER slams a pint glass on the counter with a loud

THUNK.

BARTENDER

Pint for Paul?

The entire bar turns to Paul.

PAUL

Thanks for that.

Paul pulls out his wallet, throws down a few bills.

PAUL

I should get going, anyway.

He starts walking away. The bar is still staring.

PAUL

Could you please stop looking at me

like that?

He barges through the front door.

EXT. BAR - NIGHT

Paul adjusts the collar on his coat, crosses his arms as he

walks along the street.

Opaque, unreadable faces pass him, Paul’s eyes darting back

and forth suspiciously.

EXT. STREETS - NIGHT

We see Paul from a distance, peering from the corner of a

building, moving behind him.

He sees something in the reflection of a store window. A

hoodie, ten paces behind him.

Paul pulls out his phone, dials 911.

OPERATOR

911, what’s your emergency?
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PAUL

(hushed)

Yeah, hi, my name is Paul. Should I

be worried right now?

Paul looks back, the hoodie still bobbing behind him.

OPERATOR

Sir, this line is reserved for

urgent emergencies only. We

understand your anxiety at this

time, but if you could please

remain calm-

PAUL

Yeah, well, there’s a creep in a

hoodie following me and dozens of

guys with my name are all dead, so

it seems pretty urgent to me.

He crosses the street, attempting to look casual.

OPERATOR

Are you sure you’re being followed,

sir?

Paul turns again. The figure crosses the street.

PAUL

Yes.

OPERATOR

Where are you?

PAUL

Fifth and Amsterdam. Hurry.

OPERATOR

Did you think we wouldn’t hurr-

Paul hangs up.

EXT. CITY SQUARE - NIGHT

Paul stops at the corner of a square, the signs "5th" and

"Amsterdam" above him. He turns.

He spots his pursuer. Walking directly at him.

Paul stands his ground, looks at all the people milling

about.
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PAUL (V.O.)

He wouldn’t do it here, would

he...?

The hoodie keeps walking at him.

PAUL (V.O.)

Oh shit. He would.

Mere feet away now.

PAUL (V.O.)

He would he would he would...!

Paul wheels around, only to be grabbed by the arm.

HOODIE (O.S.)

Hey, knock it off.

Paul pivots. The man takes off his hood to reveal...

PAUL

Paul Rudd?

Paul Rudd grins.

PAUL RUDD

Oh, so you know me? Cool!

Paul looks confusedly between Rudd and the grip he has on

his arm. Rudd laughs.

PAUL RUDD

Wow, that sounds way less friendly

with me grabbing your arm, doesn’t

it? Whoops!

Rudd lets go of Paul’s arm. Paul rubs it sorely.

PAUL

What the heck is going on? Why are

you talking to me? Why are

you talking to me?

PAUL RUDD

Well, this might seem obvious, but

I kinda want to talk to you about

just that. It’s about all this Paul

stuff.

SIRENS start wailing in the distance. Rudd exasperatedly

sighs.
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PAUL RUDD

You didn’t call the cops, did you?

PAUL

Of course I did, you were following

me in a hoodie!

PAUL RUDD

Okay, okay, fine. Past is the past,

you did what you had to, totally

get it, but can we get *away* from

the cops now?

Paul snorts, laughs hysterically. The sirens get closer.

PAUL

Excuse me?

PAUL RUDD

Look, I know what you’re afraid of,

Paul. I know you’ve been a largely

run-of-the-mill, ordinary guy your

whole life. I know all Pauls have

the same personality. And I know

you’ve started having the visions.

PAUL

WHAT-

PAUL RUDD

No whats, no buts, except our butts

getting out of here. Right now.

What do you say?

Paul turns around. He sees blue and red flashing lights

rapidly approaching.

PAUL RUDD (O.S.)

They can’t help.

Paul turns back to Rudd.

PAUL

I can’t believe I’m saying this.

Fine.

PAUL RUDD

Sweet! Let’s go.

They dart off into an alley.

As a cop car pulls up, a fluffy-haired shadow in the

distance watches.
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INT. ABANDONED SHOP - NIGHT

Paul and Rudd walk through the an empty department store,

jackets forlornly lining the racks.

PAUL

You know, you’re not helping the

whole "I’m not a murderer" case

with this location.

PAUL RUDD

Sorry, I’m new at this whole thing.

Needed a place we could talk alone.

PAUL

What whole thing?

Rudd looks around, makes sure they’re indeed alone.

PAUL RUDD

I guess this is as good a time as

any.

He jumps on the sales counter, idly swings his legs. Paul

sits across from him on a shirts display.

PAUL RUDD

Have you ever heard of the

All-Paul?

Paul shakes his head.

PAUL RUDD

No, you wouldn’t have. His name is

but a whisper on conspiracy theory

forums and the lips of the highest

heads of government.

PAUL

What is he?

PAUL RUDD

A vast, cosmic being, responsible

for all culture and intellectual

development in our society, whose

presence is only visible through

his surrogates, his clones-

Rudd points between himself and Paul.

PAUL RUDD

Us. Anyone named Paul. And for some

reason, we’re starting to die en

masse.
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PAUL

What is his purpose? Why?

PAUL RUDD

Dunno. Heard some rumblings of

conspiring for a Clueless 2, but

that didn’t get any traction. But I

do have a theory. I think the

All-Paul has come to Earth.

Dramatic pause.

PAUL RUDD

And he’s cleaning house, one Paul

at a time.

Silence. Paul whistles.

PAUL

Damn.

PAUL RUDD

Yeah.

PAUL

Why?

PAUL RUDD

Still dunno.

PAUL

Well, what do you know? How can you

back any of this up?

PAUL RUDD

First, there’s the circumstantial

evidence. The internet conspiracy

theory bullshit. We all look the

same, have the same personalities.

We’re all good natured yet mildly

vacant, usually with fluffy brown

hair and handsome faces.

PAUL

What about Paul Ryan?

PAUL RUDD

He’s widely regarded as a fluke in

the Paul community. Can’t explain

it, don’t really care to.
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PAUL

Clearly, you can’t explain any of

this.

PAUL RUDD

But then there’s the irrefutable

truths-the linked deaths, the

visions.

PAUL

You said that earlier. What are the

visions?

PAUL RUDD

All Pauls can see glimpses of each

other’s experiences. Together in

the drift.

PAUL

So that’s how I saw that other Paul

die! And that’s how you found me?

PAUL RUDD

What? No. I just looked up your

address and followed you like a

normal person. God.

Silence.

PAUL

...how did you learn about any of

this?

PAUL RUDD

A crazy fan of mine named Paul

rolled in one day. Told me

everything. Of course, I didn’t

believe him at the time.

Rudd sighs.

PAUL RUDD

Then he showed up dead a few weeks

later. And suddenly, I saw the

signs. Doofy, mild-mannered guys

watching me from every street

corner. Phone calls with no one on

the other end.

Paul starts pacing around.
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PAUL

Jesus.

PAUL RUDD

I know.

PAUL

No, you’re *crazy.*

PAUL RUDD

Look-

PAUL

(raising voice)

You’re insane, and I followed you

into an abandoned store away from

any help to hear this nonsense, all

because I had some feelings of

inadequacy or restlessness...

PAUL RUDD

It’s not safe out there for us!

Even I had to wear a hoodie.

PAUL

No, you didn’t have to do anything.

There is no All-Paul. This is all a

hoax. Good luck with your future

Marvel films, I’m leaving.

Just as Paul starts to storm out, he hears FOOTSTEPS at the

entrance. He’s about to open his mouth when Rudd covers it

with his hand, drags him behind the counter.

PAUL RUDD

(whisper)

Sorry, I can’t let you leave.

PAUL

(muffled)

You really got buff for Ant-Man,

didn’t you?

Multiple FOOTSTEPS nearby.

POLICE OFFICER (O.S.)

The suspect was last seen in this

area! Sweep and clear.

Paul struggles.

The footsteps stop.
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POLICE OFFICER (O.S.)

Sir, this area isn’t safe, please

get away now!

FAMILIAR VOICE (O.S.)

Oh, no problem, no problem. Say,

Officer... (pauses to read tag)

Johnson, is it? Is your first name

Paul?

Paul squints. Isn’t that his voice?

POLICE OFFICER (O.S.)

None of your business. Get out of

here, now!

Paul bites Rudd’s hand and breaks free, Rudd clasping his

hand in pain.

PAUL RUDD

Ow!

FAMILIAR VOICE (O.S.)

Oh, but I already know. Because it

is Paul.

Paul gets up, sees the silhouettes of a police officer and a

fluffy haired shadow at the entrance.

FAMILIAR VOICE

Goodbye, Paul.

The shadow draws something.

POLICE OFFICER

Stop right there...!

GUNSHOT. The officer crumples. Paul’s eyes widen in terror.

Just as the shadow turns, Paul ducks behind the counter

again. Rudd shoots a look at him.

PAUL RUDD

(whisper)

Believe me now?

PAUL

Shh!

Silence. FOOTSTEPS slowly going away.
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PAUL RUDD

I think we’re good.

Rudd gets up.

PAUL RUDD

I told you the police couldn’t

help.

PAUL

Was that the All-Paul?

PAUL RUDD

Probably.

Paul joins him.

PAUL

Didn’t seem that supernatural to

me, just a lunatic with a gun.

PAUL RUDD

Trust me, if he wanted to, he could

do more than shoot you.

PAUL

I thought you just said you didn’t

know anything else...

PAUL RUDD

Yeah, yeah, I’m assuming. But it’s

a safe assumption.

PAUL

Let’s get out of here.

PAUL RUDD

Yeah. Carefully, now.

They start sneaking out.

EXT. PAUL RUDD’S HOUSE - NIGHT

A grandiose villa with a pool and large windows.

PAUL (V.O.)

Yeah, the All-Paul won’t find us

here.
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INT. PAUL RUDD’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Paul sarcastically points at the huge window as Rudd fixes a

drink.

PAUL RUDD

It’s fiiiine. This is my secret

house, even the paparazzi doesn’t

know about it.

PAUL

Whatever you say.

PAUL RUDD

We’ll rest for the night and then

hit the road.

PAUL

To what end?

Rudd finishes stirring his drink, takes a sip.

PAUL RUDD

None. Survival. I dunno. Go to

Mexico or something.

PAUL

You think nationality matters to

the All-Paul?

PAUL RUDD

No, I just always wanted to visit

Mexico. I’m a dead man, might as

well see the sights.

Rudd chugs the rest of the glass. Paul laughs.

PAUL

I guess.

He starts to walk down the hall, stops.

PAUL

Hey, Paul?

PAUL RUDD

Yeah, Paul.

PAUL

Can we go to Brazil? As long as

we’re making a bucket list.

Rudd smiles.
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PAUL RUDD

Sure.

Paul nods.

PAUL

You know, it’s kind of weird.

PAUL RUDD

What?

PAUL

Well, just 24 hours ago I was

worried about being the most

unremarkable human being in

existence, and as much as this

running for my life thing sucks...

PAUL RUDD

It’s nice to feel important?

PAUL

Yeah.

PAUL RUDD

I getcha.

PAUL

Really?

PAUL RUDD

Well, no. I was always pretty

awesome. But in theory, sure.

Paul starts to walk away again.

PAUL

One more question.

PAUL RUDD

Shoot.

PAUL

Why come for me? I mean, there are

lots of Pauls out there.

Rudd grimaces.

PAUL RUDD

You were the first one I found

alive.

Paul’s face falls.
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PAUL

Oh.

Silence.

PAUL

Bathroom’s this way?

PAUL RUDD

Yeah.

Paul walks down the hallway.

INT. PAUL RUDD’S BATHROOM - NIGHT

Paul sits down on the toilet. Sighs heavily, head in his

hands.

INT. PAUL RUDD’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Paul Rudd is putting blankets on a couch in the living room.

He looks off-screen, smiles.

PAUL RUDD

Hey, pal! I was wondering what was

taking you for so long-

His smile falters.

PAUL RUDD

You’re not my Paul.

FAMILIAR VOICE (O.S.)

Actually, I am Paul. (beat) I’m

*the* Paul.

Paul Rudd almost gets a scream out.

INT. PAUL RUDD’S BATHROOM - NIGHT

Paul washes his hands. He looks in the mirror, sloshes water

over his face. Turns off the faucet.

INT. PAUL RUDD’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Paul walks down the hallway.

PAUL

Hey, Paul? Where are you?

He looks around.
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PAUL

Paul?

LIVING ROOM

He sees the couch made up. Walks around slowly. Looks out

the window. In the reflection he sees himself, fluffy hair,

doofy face.

And then another himself walk up behind him.

Paul jumps up, turns around.

PAUL

Jesus!

His doppelgänger, THE ALL-PAUL, jovial and charming despite

his maliciousness, smiles.

THE ALL-PAUL

Well, not really, but the

comparison is flattering.

Paul staggers backward.

PAUL

You’re... you’re...

The All-Paul shrugs.

THE ALL-PAUL

You. But more. I know, I know.

Paul struggles for words.

THE ALL-PAUL

"The All-Paul," if you must adhere

to labels.

PAUL

Are you going to kill me?

THE ALL-PAUL

Chill out, man. I’m not here to

*anything* you.

PAUL

So where’s Paul Rudd?

THE ALL-PAUL

Oh, he’s gone. I’m sorry, I thought

we were just talking about you.
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Paul paces away, getting as much distance as possible

between himself and The All-Paul.

PAUL

He was right. About everything.

Unless you’re some freak that just

looks like me, and it’s all some

wild coincidence...

THE ALL-PAUL

It’s not. Watch.

The All-Paul snaps his fingers. The room melts away, leaving

only darkness. Slowly, stars begin to appear. Soon, they are

enveloped in the cosmos.

PAUL

You *are* the All-Paul.

THE ALL-PAUL

I thought we were already over

this? Yes, I’m the All-Paul. I’m a

pretty cool guy. Can we move on?

PAUL

So we are surrogates for you? We

are special in some way?

The All-Paul sighs.

THE ALL-PAUL

Oof. Yeah, about that. Listen.

The All-Paul takes a long All-Pause.

THE ALL-PAUL

You guys? All you Pauls running

around in this little "whatever?"

PAUL

We call it a world.

THE ALL-PAUL

And that’s very cute. But you

aren’t surrogates for jack shit.

PAUL

...what?

THE ALL-PAUL

I may be a slightly higher being

than you’re used to, heck, to your

primitive perception I might seem

(MORE)
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THE ALL-PAUL (cont’d)
like a God or something, but I’m

really not. In the grand scheme of

things I’m a - what’s the word - a

drifter, essentially. A bum, albeit

a handsome one.

The All-Paul starts circling Paul.

THE ALL-PAUL

Point is, I don’t have a lot to do

out here in the black. So I amused

myself by trying to recreate myself

in my own image. Some turned out

well. They stay with me. Others...

well...

The All-Paul tsks.

THE ALL-PAUL

Some turn out poorly. And they have

to be sent to Earth.

PAUL

So we’re all just...?

THE ALL-PAUL

My scraps, my failed experiments,

my leftovers, yes. Paul Rudd

thought you were all my surrogates,

but it was the opposite. You are

all my failures. My flukes.

Paul’s face falls. He crumples onto the ground as the

All-Paul starts talking to himself.

THE ALL-PAUL (O.S.)

Although, let’s be honest, none was

a bigger fluke than Paul Ryan.

Jesus Christ, that guy.

PAUL

That’s all I am?

The All-Paul turns back to Paul.

THE ALL-PAUL

You thought you were remarkable for

a moment, didn’t you?

PAUL

...yeah. Yeah, I did.
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THE ALL-PAUL

Well, guess what? You’re as

unremarkable as everyone ever said.

Even more so.

Paul caves in on himself.

PAUL

What’s wrong with me? We look the

same, talk the same.

THE ALL-PAUL

Ah, yes. You. You, my friend, are

my biggest disappointment. Because,

you’re right. We look the same,

have the same voice. We’re not even

different in personality.

PAUL

So what...?

THE ALL-PAUL

I don’t know.

Silence.

THE ALL-PAUL

You don’t have "it." You’re exactly

like me, except you’re not as

special. It’s impossible to

explain. All I know is, whenever I

see you, I just feel crushing

disappointment.

The All-Paul sits down next to Paul as he starts shaking

profusely.

THE ALL-PAUL

So that’s why I’m back on Earth.

I’m here to clean up my rejects.

Because honestly? Y’all are a bit

of an eyesore.

PAUL

(pause)

When you said you wouldn’t

*anything* me...

THE ALL-PAUL

Yeah. Well I said that, but the way

I see it, you weren’t anything to

begin with. So anything goes.

The All-Paul notices Paul shaking.
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THE ALL-PAUL

Hey, hey. Don’t take it so

personally, buddy! So you’re

nothing. At least you know now. And

your misplaced existential anguish

will be over soon.

Paul stops shaking. He looks up.

PAUL

You’re a real asshole, aren’t you?

THE ALL-PAUL

Oh, here we go. Just because I tell

you something you don’t want to

hear, all of a sudden I’m the bad

guy.

PAUL

(voice getting stronger)

You are. You really are.

The All-Paul gets up.

THE ALL-PAUL

I shouldn’t have expected anything

more from a terrestrial like you.

You’re all as short-sighted as the

rest.

PAUL

What, you judge my quality on how

closely I adhere to *you?* How much

I’m like *you?* What the fuck kind

of a way to think is that?

The All-Paul smirks.

THE ALL-PAUL

An evolved one. You wouldn’t

understand.

Paul jumps up.

PAUL

Actually, I do! You’re an asshole,

a raging narcissist, you can’t

accept that anything outside of

your little bubble is worthwhile -

THE ALL-PAUL

Well, my "little bubble" is all of

creation. And I tire of this. Any

last words before I erase you?



26.

PAUL

Yeah. You might be a "higher

being," but you have a hell of a

lot to learn. I do too! But at

least I know it.

THE ALL-PAUL

Cute. You do realize this cathartic

journey and realization of

self-worth is going to have no

effect on the universe, except

maybe reminding me to make a

Clueless 2? You won’t be remembered

by anyone. Least of all me.

PAUL

Doesn’t matter. I’m happy. Can you

say the same?

The All-Paul frowns.

THE ALL-PAUL

Bye, Paul.

Paul flips the All-Paul off. The All-Paul snaps his fingers,

instantly vaporizing Paul.

As the smoke clears, The All-Paul stands alone in the stars.

He looks around a bit, clears his throat.

THE ALL-PAUL

Hm.

FADE OUT


